Henna arts/painting - Manisha

Canvas - Beperkt Houdbaar

Nicky Goldsteen & Martin ter Denge

Who is the Mole? - Apollo

EXPO GEWIS - an anniversary

Tuesday 22 March - Monday 28 March, Vrijhof Large exhibition room

EXPO A Low Saxon Story

Nicky Goldsteen & Martin ter Denge

Opening with a lecture by Martin ter Denge on Tuesday 22 March, 19.30, Vrijhof Agora

Landscape is Nicky Goldsteen’s primal theme. Not the physically perceptible landscape, but the landscape of the mind; the mythical landscape.

Martin ter Denge is known as a multitalented language fanatic from Twente, who’s drawing all the time. You can take a look at his drawings in the exhibition room.

The connection between these two artists is in the language, Lower Saxon, and that’s what Martin will talk about at his lecture. In cooperation with Studium Generale.

Tuesday 22 March, 17.30, location TBA

Who is the Mole? - Apollo

Based on the Dutch TV program “Wie is de Mol?” you will be looking for your own intruder during Apollo’s game of “Who is the Mole?”

Over a number of games, you need to uncover the mole within your group to earn points. To be successful in this game, you need a dose of inventiveness, resistance to stress, intelligence and insight. Will you be able to uncover the mole? Or will you be the deceiving player to outsmart them all?

Tuesday 22 March, 19.30, Vrijhof Agora

Canvas - Beperkt Houdbaar

Two actors, one musician, no script. Improv theatre so virtuoso, you must see it to believe it. After winning the NK Improvisation Première, improvisation duo Beperkt Houdbaar is coming back to Vrijhof.

‘21-’22

Global Comedy Night - MC Adam Fields & guests

An evening stand-up in its purest form: hilarious, inventive, sometimes a little strange or with a musical twist, but always funny!

Check the website for the lineup.

Wednesday 2 March, 19.30, Vrijhof Amphitheater

Apollo dance show

All the dance associations

This year Apollo’s annual dance show will be part of the lavish program. During these shows all Apollo’s dance associations get to show what they’ve got. And, of course, anyone will be very welcome to come to watch and enjoy all the talent.

Monday 14 & 21 March, 18.30 - 20.30, Vrijhof Kleine zaal

Workshop Voice Training - Debbie Mureau

How do you convince with your voice? How can you improve your presentation skills in order to give you power while addressing an audience, giving your opinion, or applying for a job? The psychology of influencing is very much related to your voice. In 2 lessons you will learn techniques to get the attention of others.

Vrijhof Culture organised these workshops in cooperation with Studium Generale.

Monday 14 March, 19.30, Vrijhof Agora

Talent On The Move - Codarts Dance Company

Holland Dance Festival

A catching and very varied dance show at the highest level. Passion and energy splash off the stage. Over the years, Codarts Rotterdam has developed into one of the training institutes for contemporary dance in Europe. Previous editions have featured work by top choreographers Jiri Kylian, Hans van Manen, Cayetano Soto and Hofesh Shechter.

Monday 28 March, 19.30, Vrijhof Agora

Who is the Mole? - Apollo

Two, acts, one musician, no script. Improv theatre so virtuoso, you must see it to believe it. After winning the NK Improvisation Première, improvisation duo Beperkt Houdbaar is coming back to Vrijhof to bring the most surprising performance of the year!

Tuesday 22 March - Monday 28 March, Vrijhof Large exhibition room

EXPO GEWIS - an anniversary

In March, GEWIS, the association of former employees of the University of Twente, celebrates its 45th anniversary. To mark the occasion, a number of them will be showing their creativity in the large exhibition room for a week. From Japanese painting, wall hangings and glass art to a Tesla coil model and photography, a colourful mix of inspiration for the viewer.

Tugçe Diri is an artist from Turkey. She examines the cultural values that depend on geography in which she lives. She pays attention to meticulous produced handwork, the effort in this and productivity and questions cultural similarities in the context of arts and crafts. In cooperation with Artist Residences Enschede (ARE).

Monday 14 March - Thursday 17 March, Small exhibition room Vrijhof

EXPO Tugçe Diri

Artist Residencies Enschede at UT

Tuesday 22 March - Tuesday 3 May, Tuesday 22 March - Tuesday 3 May,

Landscape is Nicky Goldsteen’s primal theme. Not the physically perceptible landscape, but the landscape of the mind; the mythical landscape.

Martin ter Denge is known as a multitalented language fanatic from Twente, who’s drawing all the time. You can take a look at his drawings in the exhibition room.

The connection between these two artists is in the language, Lower Saxon, and that’s what Martin will talk about at his lecture. In cooperation with Studium Generale.

Tuesday 22 March, 17.30, location TBA

Who is the Mole? - Apollo

Based on the Dutch TV program “Wie is de Mol?” you will be looking for your own intruder during Apollo’s game of “Who is the Mole?”

Over a number of games, you need to uncover the mole within your group to earn points. To be successful in this game, you need a dose of inventiveness, resistance to stress, intelligence and insight. Will you be able to uncover the mole? Or will you be the deceiving player to outsmart them all?

Tuesday 22 March, 19.30, Vrijhof Agora

Canvas - Beperkt Houdbaar

Two actors, one musician, no script. Improv theatre so virtuoso, you must see it to believe it. After winning the NK Improvisation Première, improvisation duo Beperkt Houdbaar is coming back to Vrijhof to bring the most surprising performance of the year!

Tuesday 22 March - Monday 28 March, Vrijhof Large exhibition room

EXPO GEWIS - an anniversary

In March, GEWIS, the association of former employees of the University of Twente, celebrates its 45th anniversary. To mark the occasion, a number of them will be showing their creativity in the large exhibition room for a week. From Japanese painting, wall hangings and glass art to a Tesla coil model and photography, a colourful mix of inspiration for the viewer.

Tugçe Diri is an artist from Turkey. She examines the cultural values that depend on geography in which she lives. She pays attention to meticulous produced handwork, the effort in this and productivity and questions cultural similarities in the context of arts and crafts. In cooperation with Artist Residences Enschede (ARE).

Monday 14 March - Thursday 17 March, Small exhibition room Vrijhof

EXPO Tugçe Diri

Artist Residencies Enschede at UT

Tuesday 22 March - Tuesday 3 May, Tuesday 22 March - Tuesday 3 May,
Until Monday 7 February, Vrijhof Small exhibition room &
Until Wednesday 9 March, Vrijhof Large exhibition room

**EXPO Blank canvas - A drawing experiment**
Imagine an exhibition room with only blank drawing sheets on the walls. A new year, a fresh start! Vrijhof Culture invites (local artists, art academy) students and employees of the University of Twente to give shape to such an open beginning through their own art and as on-site drawing. Black on white. Let’s see what grows, collides, flows, and blooms during this 2-month experiment, that started on Thursday 13 January.

**Monday 7 February, 20.00, Vrijhof Audiozaal**
**Spring concert - MSO**
The Musica Silvestra Orchestra (MSO) will perform a concert with the following program: Helios overture, Nielsen - Hansel und Gretel, Humperdinck - La Gazza Ladra, Rossini - Schubert Rosamunde overture - Slavonic Dances no. 1, 2, 4 and 7 Dvorak.

**Tuesday 8 & 15 February 18.00/19.30, Sports Centre 5**
**Open lessons - Arabesque**
Arabesque is having open lessons! Do you want to experience modern/contemporary dance at the UT? Send an email to board.arabesque@gmail.com to come and try out. Beginners group starts at 18.00 and the advanced group at 19.30.

**Tuesday 8 February - 29 March, 19.00-22.00, Vrijhof Workshop room 3**
**Woodworks/Design your furniture**
Jurgen Kuipers
In 8 lessons you will learn the basics skills of working with wood and you will design your own woodwork/furniture. You will receive tips and tricks and instruction how to use tools and machinery. The goal is to have your “dream made out of wood”.

**Tuesday 8 February - 12 April, 12.00 -14.00, Vrijhof Workshop room 1**
**Creative Painting & Drawing - Louis van Aarle**
Sometimes while walking in a museum, secretly admiring a particular painting, and struck by the feeling it gives you, you wonder how the painter succeeded in bringing this feeling across. This and more you’ll learn in 8 lessons.

**Monday 7 February - 4 April, 19.00-22.00, Vrijhof Workshop room 2**
**Welding Basic course - Henk Maassen**
In 8 lessons you will learn the basic principles of electrical welding, by the end of the course you will be welding your own creations.

**Monday 7 February - 4 April, 19.30-20.30, Vrijhof Kleine zaal**
**Voice shaping Jazz/Pop**
Anнемiek Leemans (Kaliber)
In 8 lessons you will learn how to make different sounds with your voice, so that it sounds more Jazz or more Pop. In addition to voice use, attention is also paid to polyphonic singing and improvisation.

**Wednesday 9 February - 2 March, 19.30-21.30, Vrijhof Workshop room 1**
**Glass fusing - Annemarie van Uden (Kaliber)**
A bowl, a piece of jewellery, wall decoration or a piece of art made of glass: get inspired! In 4 lessons you’ll learn how to edit glass in different ways and with different techniques: grinding, sawing, melting, fusing, pâte de verre.

**Wednesday 9 February, 20.00, Vrijhof Agora**
**UTmost Jazz café**
**UTmost Big band and Jazz combo**
A joint performance by the UTmost Big band and the UTmost Jazz Combination. The doors of the Agora are open to anyone who wants to come along to enjoy the music. Of course, there will also be a bar to complete the café atmosphere.

**Thursday 10 February, 20.00, Vrijhof Amphitheater**
**Pro Deo Beginner’s Match - Pro Deo // NL**
Pro Deo is organising a new improv theater competition with its Beginners Match, in which the Dutch beginners compete in teams and play different improv games against each other!

**Monday 14 February, 19.30, Vrijhof Agora**
**Yoga in Concert Valentine edition**
**Songs of love & life**
Together with ‘The Voice of Holland’ winner, singer, and harpist Iris Kruis, guitarist Jan Kuper and yogin Yvonne de Hoop present an evening with the most beautiful love songs and mantras. A unique combination of yoga postures, meditative music sounds and mindfulness, that you can experience just the way you want, actively on a yoga mat or relaxing in a plush theater seat.

**Wednesday 16 February, 19.30, Vrijhof Amphitheater**
**AKF Sonneveldprijs Halve Finalistentournee 2022 // NL**
Three of the six semi-finalists of the Amsterdam Kleinkunst Festival (AKF) will present themselves. Who exactly? You’ll find that online asap. But you might know one or two of the former finalists: Claudio de Breij, Van der Laan & Vloe, Lonneke Dort, Yentl en de Boer, Stefano Keizers, Daniëlle Schet, Glied Lugungu and Rosa da Silva.

**Thursday 17 & 24 February & 3 March, 19.15, Vrijhof Amphitheater & Kleine zaal**
**Open lessons - Pro Deo**
Pro Deo organises 3 open lessons. On these Thursday nights people can dive into the world of improvisational theatre by playing amazing improv games.

**Thursday 17 February, 19.30, Bastille Atrium & Drakenkelder**
**Game Night - Apollo & Fanaat**
Together with the board games association Fanaat, Apollo will organise a game night in the Bastille. It'll be a fun combination of board games, casino and more, so something for everybody!

**Saturday 26 February, 10.00, De Drakenkelder Bastille room 105**
**Fanaat Open - Fanaat**
Fanaat Open is a bi-monthly board game day organised by board game association Fanaat and accessible to anyone.